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Terms of Use

Each reader of this report is deemend to have read, understood and accepted the following Terms of Use.

 � This document has been prepared on the basis of a specific scope and does not purport to contain all the information that a 
particular party may require. 

 � The information contained in this document may not be appropriate for all persons and it is not possible for Core Energy & 
Reources Pty LImited (CERG) to have regard to the objectives, financial and other circumstances and particular needs of each 
party who reads or uses this document. 

 � CERG believes that the information contained in this document has been obtained from sources that are materially accurate 
at the time of issue, but makes no representation or warranty as to the accuracy, reliability, completeness or suitability of the 
information contained within this document. 

 � To the extent permitted by law, CERG, its employees, agents and consultants accept no liability (including liability to any 
person by reason of negligence or negligent misstatement) for any statements, opinions, information or matter (expressed or 
implied) arising out of the information contained within this document.

 �  All material in this document is subject to copyright under Australian and international law and permission to use the 
information must be obtained in advance and in writing from CERG.

 � Readers of this report should note that caution should be exercised in relying upon estimates referred to throughout this 
report, due to a wide range of uncertainties regarding gas production volumes, rate and timing; costs associated with 
producing this gas; apportionment of costs between the production of sales gas and other elements of the production 
stream, including high value ethane and gas liquids including condensate, and LPG (butane and propane) and apportionment 
of cost between oil and gas related production in regions where both commodities are produced such as the Gippsland Basin 
and the Cooper-Eromanga Basin.

 � CERG believes that its estimates must be considered as a whole and that selecting portions of the analysis or factors 
considered by it, without considering all factors and analyses together, could create a misleading view of the process 
employed and the conclusions reached. Any attempt to do so could lead to undue emphasis on a particular factor or 
component of the analysis. The preparation of an opinion is a complex process and is not necessarily susceptible to partial 
analysis or summary. 

 � The information provided has been evaluated through analysis, inquiry and review to the extent that it is considered 
necessary or appropriate for the purposes of forming an estimate of gas production costs. However, CERG does not warrant 
that its inquiries have identified or verified all of the matters that an audit, extensive examination or “due diligence” 
investigation might disclose. 

 � While CERG has made what it considers to be appropriate enquiries for the purposes of forming its opinion, “due diligence” of 
the type undertaken by companies and their advisers in relation to, for example, independent expert reports, prospectuses or 
financial forecasts, is beyond the scope of this engagement and report. Accordingly, this report and the opinions expressed 
in it should be considered more in the nature of an overall review within a limited timeframe and based on limited data and 
information rather than a comprehensive audit or investigation of detailed matters. 

 � An important part of the information used in forming estimates of the kind expressed in this report consists of limited 
disclosures in the public domain. This type of information was evaluated through analysis, enquiry and review to the extent 
practical. However, such information is often not capable, in a practical sense, of external verification or validation. 

Terms of Use
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Glossary

Acronym Definition

1C Low Estimate of Contingent Resources

1P Proved Reserves

2C Mid Estimate of Contingent Resources

2P Proved and Probable Reserves

3C High Estimate of Contingent Resources

3P Proved, Probable and Possible Reserves

CAPEX Capital Expenditure

CJBV Cooper Basin Joint Ventures

CSG Coal Seam Gas

DNRM Queensland Department of Natural Resources and Mines

EUR Estimated Ultimate Recovery

FEED Front-End Engineering Design

FID Final Investment Decision

FY Financial Year

G&A General & Administration [Costs]

GA Geoscience Australia

GBJV Gippsland Basin Joint Venture

GIS Geographic Information System

GJ Gigajoule

LTBR Long Term Bond Rate

OPEX Operational Expenditure

PJ Petajoule

PRMS Petroleum Resources Management System

PRRT Petroleum Resource Rent Tax

WACC Weighted Average Cost of Capital

Glossary

Acronyms
The following cronyms appear within this report. A guide to their meaning follows:
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Definition of Terms
The following terms appear within this report. A guide to their meaning follows:

Term Definition

Break-Even Price Indicates the constant real price at which project NPV = 0 given a 10% discount rate applied to all cash 
flows covering project capex, opex, tax and royalties, and based on estimated production over time.

Forward/Marginal Cost Forward costs are those operating and capital costs yet to be incurred at the time that valuation is 
made. istorical cash flow and ‘sunk’ costs, such as past expenditures for acquisition, exploration, and 
development, are not included.

Fraccing or fracture 
stimul;ation

Hydraulic Fracturing: a well stimulation treatement, generally for low-permeability reservoirs which 
involves injecting fluid and proppant, such as sand, into the reservoir to induce fractures. The objective is 
to increase hydrocarbon flow into the well.

Gas Saturation The fraction of the pore space occupied by gas. In a CSG context, gas saturation is an adsorption capacity 
related to coal cleat space.

Life Cycle Costs Life cycle costs comprise total costs of a project throughout its life which include forward capex and 
opex costs in addition to the costs of planning, design, acquisition, operations, maintenance and 
abandonment/restoration

OGIP Original Gas In Place; A static volumetric calculation of reservoir parameters such as rock volume, pore 
volume, saturation and areal extent.

Permeability The capacity of a rock layer to transmit fluid, typically measured in millidarcies [mD].

Porosity The non-solid or pore-volume fraction of a rock. Can be formed through deposition of sediments, or can 
develop through alterations of the rock.

Reservoir A subsurface entity or rock with sufficient porosity and permeability to host a hydrocarbon accumulation. 
Often sedimentary in origin.

Reservoir Structure The structure of the underground gas reservoir, formed through geological evolution such as folding and 
faulting

RF Recovery Factor; The recoverable portion of hydrocarbon initially in place.

Seam Thickness The vertical thickness of a coal seam.

Terminal Rate The flow rate at which a gas well is abandoned; usually either a function of project economics or technical 
ability of the well.

Well Spacing The space between wells which influences the drainage area. 

Abandonment Permanently shutting-in and isolating a well.

Open Hole Completion A completion type; an uncased portion of a well, typically used to allow exposure to thin coal seams in the 
case of CSG.

Reservoir Depth The depth below the Earth’s surface (ground level, sea level) at which the reservoir(s) lie.

Seismic Acquisition, 2D, 3D; Acquisition of seismic imaging of the subsurface of the earth – commonly used for 
geoscienific modelling.

Water Depth Sea floor to sea level measurement.

Unconventional A term to differentiate natural gas which is produced by means that do not meet the criteria 
for conventional production. An unconventionally reservoired gas usually requires some form of 
unconventional drilling or completion technique

Glossary
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Executive Summary

Executive Summary

Scope

Core Energy & Resources (CERG) has been engaged by the ACCC to provide an independent assessment of the estimated cost of 
gas production, for defined supply regions, across eastern Australia, based on 2P reserves. The engagement has involved a two 
staged process:

 � an assessment of production cost in late 2017, based on reported 2P reserves as at 31 December 2016

 � a high level review in mid 2018 to determine whether, in CERG’s judgement, there had been any material change in cost since 
the prior assessment, due to a change in circumstances.

The engagement involved use of CEG’s existing intelligence, public disclosures by operators and joint venture participants and 
limited consultation with industry stakeholders. 

The objective of the engagement is to deliver a break-even price of gas on a net present value basis, that will deliver a 10% rate of 
return or zero NPV, when applied against projected cash flows after tax.

Approach

The estimates of production cost were developed by a multi-disciplinary team comprising professionals with extensive relevant 
experience in gas strategy, portfolio management, exploration, development, marketing and economics.

CEG’s proprietary EnergyviewTM energy intelligence platform was utilised to derive production cost estimates. This platform 
incorporates extensive technical and commercial data, data models and GIS mapping technology to enable focused analysis of 
each supply region under consideration.

The approach adopted is based on generally accepted best practice within the international oil and gas industry, including the 
following elements:

 � Development of a database of remaining 2P gas reserves disclosed by operators and Government as at 31 December 2016 and 
2017

 � Definition of individual supply areas, having regard to geology, permit areas and geographical boundaries

 � Development of production scenarios for each supply area

 � Identification and quantification of full lifecycle, sunk and go forward/marginal costs

 � Derivation of breakeven price, utilising a proprietary model which adopts a net present value methodology

 � Presentation of the results as a price chart which displays both breakeven price and the volume of 2P reserves remaining at 31 
December 2017.

Risk and Uncertainties

The estimates presented in this report are based on 2P reserves which by definition, in accordance with international PRMS 
guidelines, have a 50% chance of being realised. Further, the forward production and cost estimates have regard to a range of 
risks and uncertainties, including:

 � The consistency and quality of public disclosures relating to production and cost

 � Heterogeneity of coal geology which can have a material impact on the productivity of future unconventional coal seam gas 
wells

 � The cost associated with future drilling and completion of wells due to impact of any changes in technology and industry cost 
structure (including future labour and service costs which can materially impact operating cost), noting also that costs can be 
correlated with movements in global commodity prices.
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Executive Summary

 � The timing of and rate at which operators can introduce cost efficiency programs

 � The adequacy of existing processing plant, from capacity and operational integrity perspectives

 � Future recovery of reserve per well (EUR per well) over the well life 

 � Uncertainty relating to initial well flow rates and subsequent rate of decline

 � The allocation of cost between gas production and the cost of producing associated gas liquids and related oil (where oil is 
processed through the same overall complex, such as Moomba and Longford complexes)

 � The extent of related costs associated with corporate, general and administration activities

 � The cost and timing of abandonment and restoration of well and operational facilities.

Production Cost Estimates

For each defined supply region in eastern Australia, as listed in Table 1, the estimated breakeven Lifecycle and Forward/Marginal costs 
are summarised in the figures and table below. All costs are in real 1 January 2018 terms.

Table 1.1.1 Individual supply regions by basin and primary resource type

Supply Region Basin Resource Type

Gippsland Basin Joint 
Venture excl. Kipper 

Gippsland Basin Conventional 

Kipper Gippsland Basin Conventional 

Longtom Gippsland Basin Conventional 

Sole ( assumes wells are 
developed)

Gippsland Basin Conventional 

Camden Gas Project Sydney Basin CSG 

Bass Gas Project Otway Basin Conventional 

Casino, Henry & Netherby Otway Basin Conventional 

Otway Gas Project Otway Basin Conventional 

Halladale, Blackwatch & 
Speculant 

Otway Basin Conventional 

Minerva Otway Basin Conventional 

Cooper Basin Joint Venture 
-  Developed

Cooper Basin Conventional 

Cooper Basin Joint Venture 
-  Undeveloped

Cooper Basin Conventional

Beach Energy Wet Gas Cooper Basin Conventional 

Southern Comet Ridge Bowen Basin CSG 

Middle-North Comet Ridge Bowen Basin CSG 

Middle-North Bowen/ 
Denison/Mahalo

Bowen Basin CSG 

Burunga Bowen Basin CSG 

Undulla Nose Surat Basin CSG 

Ironbark Surat Basin CSG 

Combabula/Ramyard Surat Basin CSG 

Eastern Surat Surat Basin CSG 

Middle Surat & Roma Shelf Surat Basin CSG 

Surat/Bowen/Denison 
Conventional 

Surat Basin Conventional 
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Executive Summary

Figure 1.1.1 Full lifecycle cost - High low and reference cost range : 1 Jan 2018 $/GJ y axis and X axis PJ of 2P reserves per supply region

Figure 1.1.2 Go forward cost summary- High low and reference cost range : 1 Jan 2018 $/GJ y axis and X axis PJ of 2P reserves per supply region

Refer Section 5.1 for a beakdown of above charts between conventional and unconventional resources.
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Table 1.1.1 Cost summary- High low and reference cost range : 1 Jan 2018 $/GJ y axis and X axis PJ of 2P reserves per supply region

Forward Cost (AUD/GJ) Lifecycle Cost (AUD/GJ)

Supply Region Basin Resource Type Reserves 31 Dec 
2017 (PJ)

Low 
Estimate

Best
Estimate

High 
Estimate

Low 
Estimate

Best
Estimate

High 
Estimate

Gippsland Basin Joint 
Venture excl. Kipper 

Gippsland Basin Conventional 2,377 2.35 3.90 4.75 3.30 3.60 4.10

Kipper Gippsland Basin Conventional 1.90 2.90 3.70 6.10 8.25 9.10

Longtom Gippsland Basin Conventional 355 2.90 3.20 3.70 4.90 5.60 6.30

Sole  * Gippsland Basin Conventional 4.85 5.60 6.15 5.15 6.50 7.10

Camden Gas Project Sydney Basin CSG 33 1.80 2.40 3.40 4.30 5.10 5.90

Bass Gas Project Otway Basin Conventional 80 1.90 2.85 3.10 3.85 4.55 4.95

Casino, Henry & Netherby Otway Basin Conventional 121 1.65 2.30 3.10 3.10 4.00 4.35

Otway Gas Project Otway Basin Conventional 189 1.90 2.65 3.10 3.35 4.55 4.80

Halladale, Blackwatch & 
Speculant 

Otway Basin Conventional 26 4.25 4.90 5.40 4.45 5.40 6.30

Minerva Otway Basin Conventional 3 1.85 2.10 3.20 3.10 3.50 3.75

Cooper Basin Joint Venture 
-  Developed

Cooper Basin Conventional 916 2.50 2.95 3.50 3.50 4.50 5.25

Cooper Basin Joint Venture 
-  Undeveloped

Cooper Basin Conventional 5.50 6.25 6.90 5.60 6.95 9.70

Beach Energy Wet Gas Cooper Basin Conventional 10 1.90 2.65 3.10 5.15 5.70 6.50

Southern Comet Ridge Bowen Basin CSG 3,907 3.40 4.00 5.70 5.40 6.00 8.70

Middle-North Comet Ridge Bowen Basin CSG 452 4.90 6.30 7.90 5.00 6.50 8.40

Middle-North Bowen/ 
Denison/Mahalo

Bowen Basin CSG 1,228 5.50 6.40 8.25 5.60 6.70 8.85

Burunga Bowen Basin CSG 579 3.50 4.30 6.60 5.00 6.60 8.85

Undulla Nose Surat Basin CSG 7,995 2.70 3.65 5.15 4.70 6.05 8.15

Ironbark Surat Basin CSG 253 5.35 6.70 8.10 5.45 6.80 8.25

Combabula/Ramyard Surat Basin CSG 4,389 3.30 4.20 5.55 5.30 5.90 8.55

Eastern Surat Surat Basin CSG 9,867 3.30 5.30 7.10 4.80 6.50 9.20

Middle Surat & Roma Shelf Surat Basin CSG 9,260 3.80 5.55 7.40 5.20 6.80 8.50

Surat/Bowen/Denison 
Conventional 

Surat Basin Conventional 247 4.10 5.85 7.70 4.20 6.25 7.90

* Sole forward costs are presented on a pre development basis. Once comes online and wells are complete best estimeate of forward cost is $2.90.
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Table 1.1.2 Cost summary- High low and reference cost range : 1 Jan 2018 $/GJ y axis and X axis PJ of 2P reserves per supply region

Lifecycle Costs Forward Costs

Low Cost  � The lowest lifecycle costs belong to legacy projects in 
offshore Victoria where large, conventional gas fields 
have produced low-cost gas for several decades.

 � CERG notes that no new supply sources appear to have 
cost structures resembling these legacy projects.

 � Typically occur in offshore Victoria where mature gas projects 
have developed most or all of the existing booked 2P reserve.

 �  Low forward costs are associated with future operating costs, 
maintenance, tax and royalties only. There is little or no requirement 
for new wells or plant capacity to produce out the current booked 
2P (excludes contingent resources and future developments).

 � Superior CSG acreage around the Undulla Nose region 
has seen significant levels of development and also carry 
the lowest forward costs of new supply sources.

High Cost  � The higher cost lifecycle costs are associated with newer 
CSG projects with challenging geology and/or projects where 
production volumes appear to under-utilise installed capacity.  

 � Higher forward costs are generally associated with undeveloped 
portions of the Surat and Bowen Basin 2P reserves. These projects 
have reserves that require substantial drilling, completions 
and even processing capacity in order to be produced.

Industry assessment of reserves is pursuant to PRMS guidelines and only a 50% probability can be assigned to the event that each PJ 
of booked 2P reserve can be produced economically for the Eastern Australia market. CERG notes that certain CSG acreage has tended 
to reduce 2P estimates upon further development (beyond volumes assumed lost via production). In contrast, conventional sources can 
often book additional 2P upon further development.
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1. Introduction

Core Energy & Resources (“CERG”) has been engaged by the Australian Competition & Consumer 
Commission (“ACCC”) to provide s estimate of gas production costs for the eastern Australia gas supply 
for consideration as part of the ACCC’s Gas Inquiry. 

The engagement has involved a two-staged process:

 � An assessment of production cost in late 2017, based on reported 2P reserves as at 31 December 2016;

 � A review in mid 2018, based on reported 2P reserves as at 31 December 2017, to determine whether there was any material 
change in cost estimates, having regard to disclosures since the 2017 assessment.

The results of CERG’s analysis is summarised in the form of production cost curves for defined gas supply regions in eastern 
Australia, both on a full lifecycle and go-forward/marginal basis.

As part of this consultancy, CERG consulted with certain operators in late 2017, representing over 90% of the 2P reserve pool as 
at 31 December 2016. A range of feedback and commentary has been incorporated into the analysis underpinning the production 
cost modelling. However, for reasons of confidentiality, the information has been protected. It is important to note that readers 
should not interpret this process as operator confirmation or validation of the estimates presented in this report.

Introduction
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2. Methodology Overview

CEG’s approach to this engagement has involved five stages as summarised below:

2.1 Overview

Stage 1: The objective of this stage was to develop a database 
of 2P gas reserves at 31 December 2016 & 2017, to provide a 
base line for developing estimates of future gas production 
and related costs. Our approach involved accessing data 
from CERG’s EnergyviewTM database and complementary 
desktop research and analysis of 2P reserve disclosures 
by project Operators and/or Government authorities.

Stage 2: The objective of this stage was to allocate 
reserves to defined Supply Regions for cost estimation 
purposes. Our approach involved allocation of reserves 
derived during stage 1, by Basin and sub regions, 
delineated by geological and geographical boundaries.

Stage 3: The objective of this stage was to develop an 
estimate of historical and forward gas production for each 
defined Supply Region. Our approach involved a review of 
historical production and derivation of ‘well type curves’ 
for each supply region, based upon analysis of relevant 
well performance history, analogous wells, and the 
professional judgement of experienced team members.

Stage 4: The objective of this stage was to develop an 
estimate of gas production costs for 2P reserves as of 
December 31, 2016 and as susequently updated at 31 December 
2017. Our approach involved estimates of historical production 
costs and forward production costs, which together form 
the total lifecycle cost of each supply region. Cost estimates 
reflect an assessment of the price that would derive a net 
present value of zero, at a discount rate of 10% nominal, when 
applied against forward estimates of net cash flow after tax.

Stage 5: The objective of this stage was to prepare a 
report which adequately explained our approach and 
resulting High, Low and Best Estimates of cost.

Figure 2.1.1 Breakeven Cost Methodology | CEG’s 5-stage process

A more detailed description of material elements 
of CERG’s approach to this engagement,are 
set out in sections 3 to 5 below.

Attachment 2 provides a summary of each Supply 
Region, as at the date of the 2017 assessment.

Methodology Overview
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Methodology Overview

2.2 Cost Concepts

2.2.1   Full Lifecycle Costs

To incentivise investment over the long term, gas producers 
must realise a price for production which covers full life cycle 
costs and a return on capital employed. For the purpose of 
this engagement this is referred to as the Break-even price.

CERG has undertaken an independent assessment of the 
break-even price for each defined Supply Region described 
within this report. The price is assessed within a high and 
low range, including a best estimate within this range.

The derivation of The Full Lifecycle Breakeven Price 
includes numerous elements, including:

 � Land or resource acquisition and permitting

 � Exploration – geology and geophysics studies 
and surveys, exploration drilling

 � Appraisal and pilot programs– activity to 
delineate a discovered resource to assess the 
economic viability of future development

 � Development drilling and completions – development 
drilling and connectivity to a gas system

 � Gathering – a pipeline system to transport gas within a 
field area toward process and transmission facilities

 � Processing Facilities – field and central processing 
facilities required to extract high value elements from 
the production stream and to produce gas of a required 
specification, including water and inerts gas removal

 � Operating costs – fixed and variable costs associated 
with maintaining ongoing operations of plant 
and field facilities, including maintenance 

 � Selling, general and administration costs, including 
indirect corporate overhead allocations

 � Cost of Capital – a minimum return required to 
compensate a producer for investing in gas production 
– including cost of debt and cost of equity, with the cost 
of equity adjusted to reflect risk and uncertainty

 � Abandonment and restoration costs – cost incurred 
following final production to return a former production 
area to a defined, legislated and regulated standard

 � Tax – Commonwealth taxes payable on 
taxable income such as PRRT

 � Royalties – State royalty payable on well 
head value of gas production

CERG notes that there is a significant level of inconsistency in 
the quality and type of cost data in the public domain and that 
caution should be exercised in relying upon this assessment.

2.2.2 Historic/Sunk Cost and Go Forward/Marginal Cost

At any point during a production lifecycle, gas production 
cost can be considered in two parts: the cost incurred to 
date - often referred to as historic or sunk cost - and go 
forward/marginal cost through to end of economic life.

This separation is considered important in a competitive 
market setting, as a producer may be incentivised to continue 
producing gas on a go-forward or marginal basis, so long as there 
is a reasonable expectation that the forward investment will 
deliver returns above the cost of capital, even in circumstances 
where the sunk element may not receive an adequate return.

CERG notes that the level and quality of disclosures 
in the public domain makes it difficult to accurately 
identify all historical costs by region and therefore 
caution should be exercised when assessing the allocation 
of lifecycle cost between sunk and go forward.

Further, CERG notes that historical costs, included within the 
sunk classification may vary materially in relative terms for 
the same type of activity. For example there are movements 
in labour, drilling and completion cost over time. There is 
also uncertainty as to the trajectory these costs will exhibit 
in the longer term (in particular the mid 2020s onwards) 
due to changes in industry structural forces and variances 
in productivity associated with advances in technology, 
heterogeneity of base resources or other drivers.

CERG’s forward cost estimates are based on best estimates 
of forward production, including underlying well productivity, 
and related costs. In making this assessment CERG places a 
higher level of confidence on estimated cost of production 
to 2022 than cost of production after this timeframe.

It is important to note that go forward costs include an allocation 
of both fixed and variable operating cost. Therefore a reduction 
in the volume of field production without an offsetting reduction 
in the fixed cost component could give rise to an increase 
in per unit operating cost and vice versa. CERG notes that 
there is limited disclosure by field operators on the allocation 
of operating cost between fixed and variable elements.
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2.2.3 Cost of Developed vs. Undeveloped Reserves

CERG considers it important to highlight the need to 
distinguish between the cost of producing developed 
reserves and undeveloped reserves. Developed reserves 
are defined reserves which are expected to be produced 
from an existing development well or group of wells. 
Undeveloped reserves are reserves which satisfy a standard 
for recognition as a reserve but have yet to be intersected by 
a development well or group of wells to produce the gas. 

From a cost analysis perspective, a developed reserve 
will have a sunk cost associated with the development 
well and associated activity, but the undeveloped 
reserve will be exposed to that cost in the future.

2.2.4 Net Present Value

Cost estimates within this report are presented on a net present 
value basis, unless otherwise stated. The reference date is 
31 December 2017. Present value is derived by applying an 
appropriate discount rate against projected cash flows, on an 
after-tax basis. Projected cash flows are derived by CERG using 
best estimates of production, operating costs, capital costs, 
production royalties and income tax, as validated in some cases by 
feedback from asset operators and/or other industry participants. 

2.2.5 Derivation of the Cost of Capital

CERG has applied a consistent discount rate of 
10% against projected, nominal after tax cash 
flows for each individual Supply Region.

The 10% return is based on an estimated ‘average’ of the 
weighted average cost of capital of producers active in 
the eastern Australian region – ranging from large multi-
nationals to smaller enterprises. This is estimated by reference 
to a simple capital asset pricing model and references 
to third party estimates presented in the public domain, 
including those quoted by investment market participants 
and rates used for regulatory and other purposes. 

CERG notes that in practice the rate of return required 
to incentivise investment will vary according to the 
assessed risk and uncertainty associated with a 
specific investment opportunity in the context of each 
investor’s asset portfolio and investment options.

2.2.6 Treatment of associated gas liquids & oil production

CERG notes that the lifecycle economics of certain conventional 
gas Supply Regions are impacted directly by the liquid 
content of the gas stream which generally has higher value 
than the sales gas. Further, certain supply regions share 
infrastructure with oil producing fields, with consequences 
for cost allocation. This is in contrast to the unconventional 
coal seam gas Supply Regions which produce ‘dry gas’.

To ensure consistency, CERG has used best endeavours to derive 
estimates of the cost of gas production on a ‘dry gas equivalent’ 
basis, by removing the impact of associated liquids and tthe 
impact of related oil production. This involved estimation of 
the costs associated with gas liquids and oil production and 
removing that from the gas production cost base. CERG has not 
offset the higher per unit liquids revenues against the breakeven 
gas price. CERG notes that adoption of the offset approach 
could materially reduce the assessed cost of gas production.

Methodology Overview
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Derivation of 2P Reserves

3. Derivation of 2P Reserves

3.1 Defining 2P Reserves

It is important to note that this engagement is focused on 
an assessment of the cost of producing 2P gas reserves 
specifically and not gas reserves and resource potential as 
a whole (that is, it excludes consideration of 3P reserves, 
contingent resources and exploration potential).

For the purpose of this engagement, publicly disclosed 
2P reserves are assumed to be consistent with the 
definition adopted by the internationally recognised 
PRMS guideline as set out in Attachment A.1.

3.2 Summary of 2P Reserves by Basin
A summary of 2P reserves, by Basin, as publicly reported 
at 31 December 2017 is presented in the following table. 

Table 3.2.1 Summary of 2P Reserves by Basin

Supply Basin 2P Reserves 
31 Dec 2017 | PJ

Advale 22

Bass Basin 80

Bowen and Surat Basins 38,178

Cooper and Eromanga Basins 927

Gippsland Basin 2,733

Otway Basin 340

Sydney Basin 33

Total 42,291

This summary highlights the concentration of 2P reserves 
within the Bowen/Surat (unconventional, onshore, coal 
seam gas) and Gippsland (conventional, offshore). Together 
these supply regions cover over 90% of 2P reserves. 

Figure 3.2.1 Summary of 2P Reserves by Basin Map

Cooper - Eromanga

927 PJ

Sydney

33 PJ

Bass

80 PJ

Otway
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Advale
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Bowen & Surat

38,178 PJ

Gippsland
2,733
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Definition of Supply Regions and Related Reserves

4. Definition of Supply Regions & Allocation of Reserves

For the purpose of this engagement CERG has defined gas Supply Regions across eastern Australia based on geological 
characteristics and geographic boundaries. This delineation is summarised in the following table which further breaks down each 
Supply Region where multiple operators exist. Further information regarding the Supply Regions is included as Attachment A.2.

4.1 Summary of 2P Reserves by Basin

Table 4.1.1 Summary of 31 December 2017 2P Reserves by Basin & Supply Region/Project

Basin Supply Region/Project Operator Supply Region 

2P Reserves | PJ

Basin 2P 

Reserves

% of 2P 

Reserves

Surat Basin Undulla Nose - Various QGC 4,136

31,939 PJ 75.5

Undulla Nose - Condabri, Orana, Talinga APLNG 3,859

Ironbark Origin 253

Roma Shelf - Roma Santos 2,705

Roma Shelf - Western Surat Gas Project & Don Juan Senex 664

Combabula/Ramyard APLNG 4,389

Eastern - Tipton, Daandine Arrow Energy 6,934

Eastern- Various QGC 2,933

Middle - Castledean, Kedron, Burunga Lane, Stratheden Arrow Energy 1,131

Middle - Wolleebee, Charlie, Cameron etc QGC 4,760

South Surat - Brisbane Petroleum Brisbane Petroleum 3

Surat Conventional Armour Energy 172

Bowen Basin Southern Comet Ridge - Fairview Santos 2,248

6,239 PJ 14.8

Southern Comet Ridge - Spring Gully APLNG 1,659

Middle - North Comet Ridge- Arcadia Santos 452

Denison / Mahalo Comet Ridge 75

Middle - Nth Bowen- Moranbah Arrow Energy 152

Middle - Nth Bowen- Meridan/Mungi/Moura Westside 739

Middle - Nth Bowen- Harcourt JV Harcourt 337

Burunga - Scotia Santos 444

Burunga - Peat APLNG 135

Gippsland 
Basin

GBJV & Turrum & Kipper ExxonMobil 2,377

2,733PJ 6.5Longtom & Sole Cooper Energy; Seven 
Group Holdings

355

Cooper 
Eromanga 
Basin

Cooper Basin Joint Venture Santos 916

927 PJ 2.2Western Cooper Wet Gas Beach Energy 10

Cooper - Hornet Senex 1

Otway  Basin Casino, Henry and Netherby Cooper Energy 121

340 PJ 0.1
Halladale/ Blackwatch/ Speculant Beach Energy (Lattice) 26

Minerva BHP Billiton 3

Otway Gas Project Beach Energy (Lattice) 189

Bass Basin Bass Gas Beach Energy (Lattice) 80 80 PJ less than 0.1

Sydney Basin Camden Gas Project AGL 33 33PJ less than 0.1

Total 42,291 PJ 42,291 PJ 100
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The derivation of a Break-even Price, as addressed earlier in this report, involved analysis of both forward and full lifecycle costs of 
production for each Supply Region, having regard to each phase of the exploration and production lifecycle and the underlying drivers and 
cost elements. The folowing figure summarises major cost drivers at various stages of the gas exploration, development and production 
chain.

CERG notes that there are significant differences in production cost between offshore regions and onshore regions and between projects 
within these areas, including a wide range of variance between the cost of coal seam gas regions dure to geology and associated well 
productivity. The following aragraphs and Figures provide further detail of factors taken into consideration for offshore and onshore coal 
seam gas regions.

Production Cost Modelling

5. Production Cost Modelling
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5.1 Modelling Inputs Summary
As described in the methodology section, CERG’s model 
inputs have been derived via the following sources:

 � Company reporting and equity market filings- investor 
presentations and other statutory reporting.

 � Statutory/governance system reporting of 
production, reserves and field-level GIS data.

 � Technical assessment of available geological data- 
particularly from drilling and well reports.

 � Operator review process which gave larger project 
operators the opportunity to review major 
inputs and cost estimates in late 2017

 � Validation from key indicators such as prevailing and projected 
wholesale contract prices during FEED and FID stages. 

The capex and opex framework is set by the project type 
and over 95% of 2P reserves occur within one of two 
project types - CSG or conventional offshore projects. 
The cost drivers for these are described in turn below. 

Please note that individual cost inputs and technical 
parameters have not been incorporated into this report in 
order to protect operator confidentiality and commercial 
sensitivity that arose during the operator review process.  

Figure 5.1.1 Unconventional CSG Cost Drivers

Unconventional CSG Cost Drivers:

 � Permeability, Gas Saturation, Seam Thickness, and Depth 
are all technical factors which influence the overall costing 
of a well and the recoverable volume of gas from a well.

 � Permeability of a coal seam determines the ability of 
a CSG well to flow fluid, i.e. a higher permeability may 
indicate a faster dewatering time. Lower permeability 
may require fraccing or horizontal wells.

 � The Gas Saturation will influence how ‘wet’ or ‘dry’ a coal 
seam is. This will affect dewatering time and the volume 
of accumulated gas. The higher the saturation, the less 
pressure reduction to achieve gas flow, and the lower 
the saturation the more pressure reduction and hence 
increased dewatering time and higher water volumes.

 � Seam thickness determines which method of 
completion is selected. i.e. thinner coal seams will 
require open hole completions to achieve maximum 
seam exposure, where thicker seams can potentially 
be completed by casing and perforation methods.

 � Depth impacts available methodologies for drilling. i.e. coiled 
tubing drilling can be effective in shallow wells, where more 
conventional drilling methods are used for greater depths.

 � Drilling decisions encompass well spacing, 
well type and completion type.

 � Together, these drivers determine EUR per well 
and well cost for a given field/coal seam and set 
the framework for CEG’s cost model inputs. 

Production Cost Modelling
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EUR per Well Well Cost

Water Depth Reservoir Depth Porosity Permeability Gas Accumulation
• Saturation
• Reservoir structure

Rig Type Drilling
• Well no.
• Drilling method

Production & Decline Rate

Victorian Offshore Conventional Cost Drivers:

Water Depth and Reservoir Depth determine the platform type to drill and complete an offshore well. i.e. Only certain drill rigs can be 
utilised for deep water and deep drilling. Victorian offshore projects typically encounter water depth of 40-100m and reservoir depths of 
1200-3000m

 � Porosity, Permeability and Gas Accumulation determine the method used to drill the well and the number of wells required to 
recover hydrocarbon volumes within a particular field. Certain reservoir structures will yield better overall recovery with a singular 
horizontal well rather than multiple vertical wells.

 � Dependent upon the water and reservoir depth at which a platform is required to drill, platform type is selected. Generally, deeper 
water and deeper reservoirs require more complex and higher cost drilling platforms.

 � The number of wells drilled per rig and the methods utilised to drill these wells will significantly affect both well CAPEX and OPEX- 
more complex techniques and project plans will require greater rig time.

 � These drivers are utilised to derive EUR per well and well cost, to set the framework for CEG’s cost model inputs.

Figure 5.1.2 Offshore Victoria Cost Drivers

Production Cost Modelling
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5.2 Modelling
These cost estimates are used by CERG’s proprietray gas model to derive an estimate of Break-even prices, based on the logic/structure 
summarise in the following figure.

Figure 5.2.1 Reserves and Resources Cost Breakdown

5.3 Cost Modelling Results
A summary of estimated Break-even forward and lifecycle gas production prices is presented below.

CERG’s methodology for deriving forward cost and lifecycle cost is set out in the following table.

Table 5.3.1 Breakeven Cost Bases

Cost Definition Included Costs Included Production

Forward Cost: The gas price that would result in NPV = 0 with a given discount rate applied 
to all future cash flows, given all costs that will be incurred in order to produce 
remaining gas from this point forward, amortized over those future production 
volumes

All opex, capex, royalties and 
tax that is incurred after the 
valuation date

All remaining production 
volumes (production occurring 
after the date of valuation - 
31st December 2016 and 2017).

Lifecycle Cost: The gas price that would result in NPV = 0 with a given discount rate applied to 
the project's entire cashflows and amortised over lifetime production volumes.

All historical and future costs All historical and future 
production

To standardise the approach across a diverse range of project and operator types, the following basis was used for cost modelling:

Table 5.3.2 Cost Estimate Reference Points and Assumptions

Cost Reference Point/Assumption Description

Ex-plant The reference point for production costs is at the exit of the associated processing plant.

10% discount rate A 10% rate of return is factored in via the applied discount rate.

Dry gas equivalent CEG has calculated breakeven costs with reference to sales gas (methane) production from the wells within a given project. 
Given the range of methods for factoring in associated liquids production, CEG has noted where liquids production occurs and 
discusses the breakeven cost significance in the sensitivity section below.

Current 2P versus future development Please note that the estimates relate to the 2P reserve at December 2016 and 2017. For several projects, future development has 
the potential to vary forward and lifecycle costs relative to existing, developed 2P reserves.

Weighted average forward cost The forward cost is a weighted average for the booked reserve of a particular field/project. CERG acknowledges that well 
productivity and composition can vary across a field or development and has applied technical parameters that it believes to be 
a representative average.

Production Cost Modelling
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The following figures summarise the findings of CERG’s cost analysis. The bars represent the high to low range of cost estimates 
- reading off the x axis, with the white line representing CERG’s reference cost/price. The horizonal range, reading off the x axis, 
represents the measure of 2P reserves associated with each supply region. Numeriacal detail is summarised in table 5.1.3.

Figure 5.3.1 Full lifecycle cost -All sources - High low and reference cost range : 1 Jan 2018 $/GJ y axis and X axis PJ of 2P reserves per supply region

Figure 5.3.2 Figure 2: Full lifecycle cost - Conventional - High low and reference cost range : 1 Jan 2018 $/GJ y axis and X axis PJ of 2P reserves per supply region

Production Cost Modelling
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Figure 5.3.3 Full lifecycle cost - Unconventional - High low and reference cost range : 1 Jan 2018 $/GJ y axis and X axis PJ of 2P reserves per supply region

Figure 5.3.4 Go forward cost summary - All sources - High low and reference cost range : 1 Jan 2018 $/GJ y axis and X axis PJ of 2P reserves per supply region

Production Cost Modelling
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Figure 5.3.5 Go forward cost summary -Conventional - High low and reference cost range : 1 Jan 2018 $/GJ y axis and X axis PJ of 2P reserves per supply region

Figure 5.3.6 Figure 6: Go forward cost summary -Unonventional - High low and reference cost range : 1 Jan 2018 $/GJ y axis and X axis PJ of 2P reserves per supply region

Production Cost Modelling
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Production Cost Modelling

Table 5.3.1 Cost summary- High low and reference cost range : 1 Jan 2018 $/GJ y axis and X axis PJ of 2P reserves per supply region

Forward Cost (AUD/GJ) Lifecycle Cost (AUD/GJ)

Supply Region Basin Resource Type Reserves 31 Dec 
2017 (PJ)

Low 
Estimate

Best
Estimate

High 
Estimate

Low 
Estimate

Best
Estimate

High 
Estimate

Gippsland Basin Joint 
Venture excl. Kipper 

Gippsland Basin Conventional 2,377 2.35 3.90 4.75 3.30 3.60 4.10

Kipper Gippsland Basin Conventional 1.90 2.90 3.70 6.10 8.25 9.10

Longtom Gippsland Basin Conventional 355 2.90 3.20 3.70 4.90 5.60 6.30

Sole  * Gippsland Basin Conventional 4.85 5.60 6.15 5.15 6.50 7.10

Camden Gas Project Sydney Basin CSG 33 1.80 2.40 3.40 4.30 5.10 5.90

Bass Gas Project Otway Basin Conventional 80 1.90 2.85 3.10 3.85 4.55 4.95

Casino, Henry & Netherby Otway Basin Conventional 121 1.65 2.30 3.10 3.10 4.00 4.35

Otway Gas Project Otway Basin Conventional 189 1.90 2.65 3.10 3.35 4.55 4.80

Halladale, Blackwatch & 
Speculant 

Otway Basin Conventional 26 4.25 4.90 5.40 4.45 5.40 6.30

Minerva Otway Basin Conventional 3 1.85 2.10 3.20 3.10 3.50 3.75

Cooper Basin Joint Venture 
-  Developed

Cooper Basin Conventional 916 2.50 2.95 3.50 3.50 4.50 5.25

Cooper Basin Joint Venture 
-  Undeveloped

Cooper Basin Conventional 5.50 6.25 6.90 5.60 6.95 9.70

Beach Energy Wet Gas Cooper Basin Conventional 10 1.90 2.65 3.10 5.15 5.70 6.50

Southern Comet Ridge Bowen Basin CSG 3,907 3.40 4.00 5.70 5.40 6.00 8.70

Middle-North Comet Ridge Bowen Basin CSG 452 4.90 6.30 7.90 5.00 6.50 8.40

Middle-North Bowen/ 
Denison/Mahalo

Bowen Basin CSG 1,228 5.50 6.40 8.25 5.60 6.70 8.85

Burunga Bowen Basin CSG 579 3.50 4.30 6.60 5.00 6.60 8.85

Undulla Nose Surat Basin CSG 7,995 2.70 3.65 5.15 4.70 6.05 8.15

Ironbark Surat Basin CSG 253 5.35 6.70 8.10 5.45 6.80 8.25

Combabula/Ramyard Surat Basin CSG 4,389 3.30 4.20 5.55 5.30 5.90 8.55

Eastern Surat Surat Basin CSG 9,867 3.30 5.30 7.10 4.80 6.50 9.20

Middle Surat & Roma Shelf Surat Basin CSG 9,260 3.80 5.55 7.40 5.20 6.80 8.50

Surat/Bowen/Denison 
Conventional 

Surat Basin Conventional 247 4.10 5.85 7.70 4.20 6.25 7.90

* Sole forward costs are presented on a pre development basis. Once comes online and wells are complete best estimeate of forward cost is $2.90.
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Production Cost Modelling

5.4 Sensitivity Analysis
CERG has undertaken sensitivity analysis to identify the key inputs that have the greatest influence on breakeven costs. The 
following table highlights major sesitivities:

Table 5.4.1 Sensitivity Range

Sensitised Input Impact Range | Forward Cost Impact Range | Lifecycle Cost

Discount Rate
10% Reference Case

12% WACC -2% to 3.% 3% to 9%

8% WACC -2.5% to 3% -8% to -3%

Opex

10% increase 2.5% to 6.7% 2% to 4%

10% decrease -6% to -2% -4% to -2%

Processing Facilities Cost

10% increase 0.5% to 3.5% 1.5% to 6.0%

10% decrease -3.5% to -0.5% -6.0% to -1.5%

Well EUR

10% increase -9.5% to -0.5% -6.5% to -0.5%

10% decrease 0.5% to 16.5% 0.5% to 14%
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A.1 Reserves and Resources Definition

Attachment A.1

The 2P reserves referenced in this report are assumed to have been derived in accordance with internationally accepted PRMS 
guidelines as summarised within this Attachment.

Figure 10.4.1 PRMS Guidelines

Reserves:

 � Reserves are the quantities of petroleum anticipated 
to be commercially recoverable by application of 
development projects to known accumulations from 
a given date forward under defined conditions. 

 � On Production:

 - The development project is currently producing 
and selling petroleum to market.

 � Approved for Development:

 - All necessary approvals have been obtained, capital 
funds have been committed, and implementation 
of the development project is under way.

 � Justified for Development:

 - Implementation of the development project 
is justified on the basis of reasonable forecast 
commercial conditions at the time of reporting, 
and there are reasonable expectations that all 
necessary approvals/contracts will be obtained.

Developed Reserves:

 � Developed reserves are defined as expected quantities 
to be recovered from existing wells and facilities. SPE 
guidelines suggest that reserves are only considered 
developed after the necessary equipment/infrastructure 
has been installed, or when the costs to do so are 
relatively minor compared to the cost of a well. 

 � Developed reserves are further broken 
down into two sub-sets:

 - Developed producing reserves are defined as the 
reserves which are expected to be recovered from 
completion intervals that are open and producing at 
the time of the estimate, with improved recovery 
reserves only being considered producing after 
the improved recovery project is in operation

 - Developed non-producing reserves are classified as 
shut-in and behind-pipe quantities. SPE guidelines 
define shut-in reserves as quantities that are expected 
to be recovered from (1) completion intervals which are 
open at the time of the estimate but which have not 
yet started producing, (2) wells which were shut-in for 
market conditions or pipeline connections, or (3) wells
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not capable of production for mechanical reasons. SPE 
guidelines define behind-pipe reserves as reserves which 
are expected to be recovered from zones in existing wells 
which require additional completion work or future re-
completion prior to start of production. In both cases of shut-in 
reserves and behind-pipe reserves, SPE adds a caveat that 
production can be initiated or restored with relatively low 
expenditure compared to the cost of drilling a new well.

Contingent Resources:

 � Contingent resources are the quantities of petroleum 
estimated, as of a given date, to be potentially recoverable 
from known accumulations, but the applied project(s) 
are not yet considered mature enough for commercial 
development due to one or more contingencies.

 � Development Pending:

 - A discovered accumulation where project 
activities are ongoing to justify commercial 
development in the foreseeable future.

Undeveloped Reserves:

 � Undeveloped reserves are expected to be recovered: (1) 
from new wells on undrilled acreage, (2) from deepening 
existing wells to a different reservoir, or (3) where a 
relatively large expenditure is required to (a) recomplete 
an existing well or (b) install production transportation 
facilities for primary or improved recovery projects.

Proved Reserves:

 � Proved reserves are the quantities of petroleum, which, 
by analysis of geoscience and engineering data, can be 
estimated with reasonable certainty to be commercially 
recoverable, from a given date forward, from known 
reservoirs and under defined economic conditions, 
operating methods and government regulations. 

Probable Reserves:

 � Probable reserves are the additional reserves which 
analysis of geoscience and engineering data indicate 
are less likely to be recovered than proved reserves but 
more certain to be recoverable than possible reserves. 

Possible Reserves:

 � Possible reserves are the additional reserves which 
analysis of geoscience and engineering data suggest are 
less likely to be recoverable than probable reserves.

1P Proved. Denotes low estimate scenario of reserves.

2P Proved + Probable. Denotes best estimate scenario of 
reserves.

3P Proved + Probable + Possible. Denotes high estimate 
scenario of reserves.

1C Denotes low estimate scenario of contingent 
resources.

2C Denotes best estimate scenario of contingent 
resources.

3C Denotes high estimate scenario of contingent 
resources.

Attachment A.1
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A.2 Supply Region Summaries

Attachment A.2

Southern Comet Ridge

Comprises the high quality Fairview and Spring 
Gully areas, often referred to as a ‘Sweet Spot’ 
within the Bowen Basin coal seam gas region. 

Status Producing since 1995 (Fairview), 2005 (Spring 
Gully)

Equity Partners Fairview: Santos: 76.08%; APLNG: 23.92%
Spring Gully: APLNG 94.5%; Santos 4%; AGL 
1.5%

Operator APLNG (Spring Gully); Santos (Fairview)

State Queensland

Gas Classification/Type CSG

Development Features Fairview: 1,400 km² development, 4 
compression facilities, connecting pipeline to 
Gladstone. 
Spring Gully: 3 processing plants (Spring Gully, 
Strathblane and Taloona), 89 km pipeline to 
Wallumbilla Hub.

Major Forward Cost Elements New development wells, operating cost

Major Sunk Cost Elements Developed wells, pipelines, processing, 
compression

Figure 10.4.2 Southern Comet Ridge Overview

Source: Energyview

Middle-North Comet Ridge

The Middle-North Comet Ridge project area is still in 
the pre-development phase. Forward influences on 
cost may include gas and water processing facilities, 
pipeline connections and further exploration wells.

Status Pre-Development

Equity Partners Arcadia: GLNG: 76.16%; APLNG: 23.84%

Operator Santos 

State Queensland

Gas Classification/Type CSG

Development Features Arcadia appraisal wells drilled, no full scale 
development yet. 

Major Forward Cost Elements Wells, pipelines, gas processing facilities, water 
handling capacity

Major Sunk Cost Elements Wells

Figure 10.4.3 Middle-North Comet Ridge Overview

Source: Energyview

Bowen Basin
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Denison/Mahalo

The Denison/Mahalo project area is in an early developmental 
stage, with pilot wells being drilled and dewatering 
commencing prior to full-scale development. Further 
expenditure will be required to develop infrastructure 
(plants/pipelines) and wells to access the gas.

Status Pilot Development

Equity Partners Comet Ridge 40%; Santos 30%; APLNG 30%

Operator Comet Ridge (interim); Santos (exploration) & 
APLNG (production) are formal operators

State Queensland

Gas Classification/Type CSG

Development Features Pilot wells drilled for both Mahalo and Mira, 
including the Mahalo-7 horizontal well. Most 
wells are in a de-watering phase.

Major Forward Cost Elements Development wells, pipelines, processing 
facilities

Major Sunk Cost Elements Studies, G&A, pilot wells

Figure 10.4.4 Denison/Mahalo Overview

Source: Energyview

Middle-North Bowen

The Middle-North Bowen project area contains multiple 
smaller scale projects, notably Meridian SeamGas and the 
Harcourt JV. Future expenditure lies in further development 
wells to maintain production levels and expansion of 
pipelines if operators decide to increase output.

Status Moranbah: Producing since 2004; Meridian/Mungi/
Moura: Producing since late 1990s; Monslatt/Sapphire: 
Pre-development; Harcourt JV: Authority to Prospect 
permit

Equity Partners Moranbah: Arrow Energy 100%;
Meridian/Mungi/Moura: Westside 51%; Mitsui 49%
Monslatt/Sapphire: Blue Energy 100% 
Harcourt JV:  Harcourt 62.9%; Mitsui 37.1%

Operator Arrow Energy (Moranbah); Blue Energy (Monslatt/
Sapphire); Westside (Meridian/Mungi/Moura); 
Harcourt Petroleum (Harcourt JV)

State Queensland

Gas Classification/Type CSG

Development Features Moranbah: Project across 5 permits; Meridian/Mungi/
Moura: Three projects across 1 permit, with 80 
production wells (not all producing); 
Monslatt/Sapphire: Recent drilling focused on the 
Sapphire block. Gas is currently uncontracted;
Harcourt JV: Authority to Prospect permit

Major Forward Cost 
Elements

Wells, processing facilities/pipelines for undeveloped 
projects

Major Sunk Cost 
Elements

Wells, processing facilities, pipelines

Figure 10.4.5 Middle-North Bowen Overview

Source: Energyview

Attachment A.2
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Burunga

The Burunga project area is moderately developed, with 
future expenditure focused on expanding development 
drilling throughout the permitted areas.

Status Scotia: Producing since 2002
Peat: Producing since 2001

Equity Partners Scotia: Santos 100%
Peat: APLNG 100%

Operator Santos (Scotia); APLNG (Peat)

State Queensland

Gas Classification/Type CSG

Development Features Scotia: 25+ connected wells with a central 
processing facility (water separation, glycol 
dehydration, compression) and a 111 km pipeline 
(Scotia-Peat pipeline) connecting to the Roma-
Brisbane pipeline.
Peat: Includes the Peat field and Peat Gas Plant, 
as well as connection to  the Roma-Brisbane 
pipeline via the Scotia-Peat pipeline.

Major Forward Cost Elements Wells

Major Sunk Cost Elements Wells, pipeline, processing facilities

Figure 10.4.6 Burunga Overview

Source: Energyview

Undulla Nose

The Undulla Nose project area is relatively developed in 
comparison to the wider Surat Basin. Future development wells 
will incur further cost, along with rehabilitation of produced wells.

Status QGC: Producing since 2006
APLNG: Producing since 2007 (Talinga)

Equity Partners QGC: Various
APLNG: Various

Operator QGC; APLNG

State Queensland

Gas Classification/Type CSG

Development Features QGC: Includes the Argyle, Kenya, Bellevue and 
Berwyndale projects, as well as the Bellevue, 
Berwyndale Argyle-Kenya and Kenya gas plants.
APLNG: Includes the Condabri, Orana and Talinga 
projects, as well as the Condabri North, Condabri 
Central, Condabri South, Talinga and Orana gas 
plants

Major Forward Cost 
Elements

Wells, rehabilitation of sites

Major Sunk Cost Elements Wells, pipelines, processing facilities

Figure 10.4.7 Undulla Nose Overview

Source: Energyview

Attachment A.2
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Ironbark

The Ironbark Project is an undeveloped project area 
with few exploratory wells. Feasibility of full-scale 
development is being undertaken. To develop major 
costs will be handling facilities and wells.

Status Not Developed - Plans to enter FEED during 
FY2018

Equity Partners Origin Energy 100%

Operator Origin Energy

State Queensland

Gas Classification/Type CSG

Development Features Exploration wells (Duke and Jake) drilled in ATP 
788, initial EIS for the Ironbark project was 
withdrawn in 2014. Origin is further evaluating.

Major Forward Cost Elements Development wells, plant, connection/pipelines, 
cropping negotiations (landholder)

Major Sunk Cost Elements Exploration, FEED/FID

Figure 10.4.8 Ironbark Overview

Source: Energyview

Roma Shelf

The Roma Shelf project area is already moderately 
developed, with continued development planned by 
Santos. A large amount of permit area has recently 
been awarded to Senex who will have to construct new 
facilities and infrastructure to service proposed wells.

Status Producing since 2007 (Santos); Still in development

Equity Partners Santos - Roma; Senex - WSP, Project Atlas

Operator Santos; Senex

State Queensland

Gas Classification/Type CSG

Development Features Santos has developed ~25% of their 2P  reserves in 
Roma, Senex are targeting a ramp up of production 
for their Western Surat Gas Project in 2018-19 and to 
produce first gas from Project Atlas in 2019.

Major Forward Cost 
Elements

New development wells, new connections, 
rehabilitation of sites

Major Sunk Cost Elements Completion design, exploration, plant, major 
gathering infrastructure

Figure 10.4.9 Roma Shelf Overview

Source: Energyview
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Combabula/Ramyard

The Combabula/Ramyard area has been relatively developed, 
with further development wells contributing to future costs.

Status Producing since 2013

Equity Partners Combabula: APLNG: 92.72%; Santos: 6%; 
Tristar: 1.28%
Ramyard: APLNG: 92.72%; Santos 7.28%

Operator APLNG

State Queensland

Gas Classification/Type CSG

Development Features Includes the Combabula, Ramyard and Reedy 
Creek developments, as well as the Reedy Creek 
and Combabula gas plants. 

Major Forward Cost Elements Wells

Major Sunk Cost Elements Wells, pipelines, gas processing facilities

Figure 10.4.10 Combabula/Ramyard Overview

Source: Energyview

Eastern Surat

The Eastern Surat project area is another relatively developed 
area of the Surat Basin. Future exploration and development 
costs will be incurred by all non-established parties, with QGC 
continuing to operate while bringing new projects online.

Status Arrow Energy: Daandine and Tipton commenced 
production in 2006
QGC: Under Development & Operating
APLNG: Relatively undeveloped

Equity Partners Arrow Energy: Tipton, Daandine, etc.; 
QGC: Eastern Acreage; 
APLNG

Operator Arrow; QGC; APLNG

State Queensland

Gas Classification/Type CSG

Development Features Arrow Energy: Tipton Gas supplies the Braemar 
Power Station. Daandine area supplies the Daandine 
Power Station.
QGC: Includes the Jordan, Kogan North and RubyJo 
gas plants and Glendower, Celeste, David, Sean, 
Isabella and Jen developments.
APLNG: Relatively undeveloped.

Major Forward Cost 
Elements

Exploration, development, connections and 
gathering, plant infrastructure, general 
infrastructure

Major Sunk Cost Elements Exploration, development (Arrow Energy & QGC), 
plants (Arrow Energy & QGC), pipelines

Figure 10.4.11 Eastern Surat Overview

Source: Energyview
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Middle Surat

The Middle Surat project area is developed in some areas, but 
sparsely xploited in others. Future costs will exist for APLNG and 
Santos for development and infrastructure costs, where lower 
costs will exist for operators with infrastructure already in place.

Status Arrow Energy: Currently in a dewatering stage 
prior to commercial production.
QGC: Under development & operating Santos: 
Undeveloped ATP’s
APLNG: Minor Areas

Equity Partners Arrow Energy: Castledean, Kedron, Burunga 
Lane, Strathenden;
QGC: Charlie, Cameron, etc.;
Santos;
APLNG

Operator Arrow Energy; QGC; Santos; APLNG

State Queensland

Gas Classification/Type CSG

Development Features Arrow Energy: Moderate to low exploration.
QGC: Includes Woleebee Creek Gas Plant, Project 
Charlie, Project Ruby, Cameron, Woleebee Creek, 
Ross and Kathleen developments.
Santos: Moderate to low exploration. - 
Undeveloped ATP’s.
APLNG: Moderate to low exploration.

Major Forward Cost Elements Wells, connections, exploration costs

Major Sunk Cost Elements Exploration, development (Arrow Energy & 
QGC), plants (Arrow Energy & QGC), pipelines

Figure 10.4.12 Middle Surat Overview

Source: Energyview

Gippsland Basin Joint Venture

The Gippsland Basin Joint Venture is a mature 
development comprising a range of offshore facilities 
connecting into onshore processing facilities.

Status Producing since 1967

Equity Partners Esso (ExxonMobil) 50%; BHP 50%

Operator Esso

State Victoria

Gas Classification/Type Conventional (offshore)

Development Features 23 Offshore facilities (consisting of 19 platforms 
and 4 subsea completions), tied in to both the 
Longford facilities and the Long Island Point 
facility.

Major Forward Cost Elements Operating cost, abandonment and restoration, 
future wells

Major Sunk Cost Elements Plant, development wells, offshore facilities, 
field pipelines

Figure 10.4.13 Gippsland Basin Joint Venture Overview

Source: Energyview
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Longtom

The Longtom Project is a small field, with potential future 
expenditure related to the re-commissioning of the shut-
in Longtom-4 & 5 wells after reparation of an electrical 
fault. Future development to the Longtom field or over 
the Gemfish prospect could extend future production.

Status Producing since 2009; Currently Offline

Equity Partners SGH 100%

Operator SGH

State Victoria

Gas Classification/Type Conventional (offshore)

Development Features Longtom -4 & -5 production halted due to an 
electrical fault in the Longtom system.

Major Forward Cost Elements Re-start costs, new wells, gemfish exploration 
prospect, mercury processing

Major Sunk Cost Elements Wells, completion facilities

Figure 10.4.14 Longtom Overview

Source: Energyview

Sole

The Sole Gas Project is currently being developed by owners 
Cooper Energy. Future expenditure post Phase 1 Sole 
development lies within developing the Manta field to the West.

Status First gas expected March 2019

Equity Partners Cooper Energy 100%

Operator Cooper Energy

State Victoria

Gas Classification/Type Conventional (offshore)

Development Features New development: Gas contracts secured, FID 
announced 29 August 2017. Gas to be processed 
through the Orbost Gas Plant (APA owned).

Major Forward Cost Elements Wells, H2S removal, Phase 2 development 
(Manta field).

Major Sunk Cost Elements Permit acquisition, exploration, sale of Orbost 
Gas Plant, pipeline, onshore well facilities, 
offshore facilities

Figure 10.4.15 Sole Gas Project Overview

Source: Energyview
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Casino, Henry & Netherby

The Casino, Henry and Netherby Project is a mature development 
consisting of 3 offshore gas fields. New owners Cooper Energy 
may also pursue future development for this project.

Status Producing since 2006 (Casino), 2010 (Henry and 
Netherby)

Equity Partners Cooper Energy 50%; 
AWE 25%; 
Mitsui 25%

Operator Cooper Energy

State Victoria

Gas Classification/Type Conventional (offshore)

Development Features Subsea development servicing 4 production 
wells across all fields, with 3 active at any one 
time. Connected to Iona Gas Plant by 12” subsea 
pipeline.

Major Forward Cost Elements Cooper evaluating potential new development 
(new wells).

Major Sunk Cost Elements Wells, plant, pipeline, subsea infrastructure

Figure 10.4.16 Casino, Henry & Netherby Overview

Source: Energyview

Otway Gas Project

The Otway Gas Project is a mature development, consisting 
of the Thylacine and Geographe fields. The fields are currently 
in decline, with potential opportunity for Beach Energy to 
further develop the fields to increase production life.

Status Producing since 2007 (Thylacine), 2013 
(Geographe)

Equity Partners Beach Energy 100%

Operator Beach Energy

State Victoria/Tasmania

Gas Classification/Type Conventional (offshore)

Development Features 1 Platform (unmanned) at Thylacine servicing 
4 production wells. Geographe serviced by a 
subsea manifold and tied into a 70 km pipeline 
from Thylacine to the Otway Gas Plant

Major Forward Cost Elements Potential new drilling at Thylacine & Geographe 
(pending Beach Energy review)

Major Sunk Cost Elements Wells, plant, pipeline

Figure 10.4.17 Otway Gas Project Overview

Source: Energyview
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Halladale, Blackwatch & Speculant

The Halladale, Blackwatch and Speculant Project has 
recently come online, producing from both the Halladale 
and Speculant fields. Future development options 
include the Blackwatch field and the potential of further 
wells into the Halladale and Speculant fields.

Status Producing since 2016

Equity Partners Beach Energy 100%

Operator Beach Energy

State Victoria

Gas Classification/Type Conventional (offshore)

Development Features 2 Wells drilled onshore and deviated to offshore 
reservoir. Connected to the Otway Gas Plant 
by 33 km pipeline. Currently Halladale and 
Speculant producing.

Major Forward Cost Elements Potential development of Blackwatch (new 
wells)

Major Sunk Cost Elements Wells, plant, pipeline

Figure 10.4.18 Halladale, Blackwatch & Speculant Overview

Source: Energyview

Minerva

The Minerva Project is a mature project in which Cooper Energy 
state is to finish production in 2018-19. Future expenditure for 
this project involves abandonment and decommissioning costs.

Status Producing since 2004

Equity Partners BHP Billiton 90%; Cooper Energy 10%

Operator BHP Billiton

State Victoria

Gas Classification/Type Conventional (offshore)

Development Features 2 Producing wells, 10 km offshore with subsea 
infrastructure. Connected to Minerva Gas Plant 
by a 10", 14 km trunkline.

Major Forward Cost Elements Opex, development by Cooper

Major Sunk Cost Elements Wells, plant, pipeline.

Figure 10.4.19 Minerva Overview

Source: Energyview
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Camden Gas Project

The Camden Project is a mature project currently being 
decommissioned. Future expenditure lies in operating 
cost, abandonment and rehabilitation costs.

Status Producing since 2001

Equity Partners AGL 100%

Operator AGL

State New South Wales

Gas Classification/Type CSG

Development Features 96 gas production wells, >100 km of gas 
gathering lines, Rosalind Park Gas Plant

Major Forward Cost Elements Operating cost, decommissioning, rehabilitation

Major Sunk Cost Elements Development wells, plant, pipelines

Figure 10.4.20 Camden Overview

Source: Energyview

Bass Gas Project

The Bass Gas Project is comprised of an offshore platform 
developing the Yolla field. As the project has recently gone 
through its “Mid-Life Enhancement” project, it is assessed to be 
unlikely that material further development will be conducted. It is 
noted that prospectivity lies west in the undeveloped Trefoil field.

Status Producing since 2006

Equity Partners Beach Energy 53.75%; 
AWE 35%; 
Prize Petroleum 11.25%

Operator Beach Energy

State Tasmania

Gas Classification/Type Conventional (offshore)

Development Features The Bass Gas Project produces gas, condensate 
and LPG from the offshore Yolla Field in the 
Bass Strait. The Mid-Life Enhancement project 
was completed in FY 17, which fully developed 
the Yolla Field.

Major Forward Cost Elements Consideration of the nearby Trefoil Field (wells, 
infrastructure), exploration

Major Sunk Cost Elements Pipelines, wells, offshore facilities

Figure 10.4.21 Bass Gas Project

Source: Energyview
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Cooper Basin Joint Ventures (SA and Queensland)

The Cooper Basin Joint Ventures are mature developments, 
consisting of two main processing plants (Moomba and Ballera) 
over South Australia and Queensland. Future expenditure lies 
within infill drilling prospects and abandonment of legacy wells.

Status Producing since 1963

Equity Partners SACB JV: Santos 66.6%; Beach Energy 33.4%
SWQ JV: Santos 60.06%; Beach Energy 39.94%

Operator Santos

State South Australia; Queensland

2P Reserve | December 2017 996 PJ

Gas Classification/Type Conventional (onshore)

Development Features Australia's premier onshore hydrocarbon basin. 
Two major gas plants (Moomba and Ballera), 
with incorporated gas storage reservoirs, 
servicing many oil and gas fields across the 
extent of the basin.

Major Forward Cost Elements Exploration (unconventional & conventional), 
abandonment, development wells

Major Sunk Cost Elements Plant, wells, pipelines, facilities

Figure 10.4.22 Cooper Basin Joint Ventures (SA and Queensland) Overview 

Source: Energyview

Beach Energy Wet Gas

The Beach Energy Wet Gas Project is relatively 
undeveloped, with future development consisting of 
further exploration and the Middleton facility upgrade.

Status Producing since 2012 (Middleton)

Equity Partners Beach Energy 100%

Operator Beach Energy

State South Australia

2P Reserve | December 2017 19 PJ

Gas Classification/Type Conventional (onshore)

Development Features Includes production from the Brownlow-
Middleton project, Udacha and Canunda. Further 
development is planned, including a current/
near future drilling campaign.

Major Forward Cost Elements Wells and an expansion of the Middleton facility 
from 25mmscf/d to 40 mmscf/d. Acreage 
associated with a higher CO2 content requiring 
additional processing, which is achieved via a 
tolling arrangement with the Moomba Gas Plant

Major Sunk Cost Elements Wells, production facilities, pipeline, Middleton 
compression facility

Figure 10.4.23 Beach Energy Wet Gas Overview

Source: Energyview
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Surat/Bowen/Denison Conventional

The Kincora Gas Project is being redeveloped by Armour Energy 
post Origin Energy shutting down operations in 2012. 

Status Production ceased in 2012 (Origin Energy), acquired 
by Armour Energy in 2012 - Production recommenced 
October 2017 (Kincora Gas Project)

Equity Partners Armour Energy 100%

Operator Armour Energy

State Queensland

2P Reserve | December 
2016/17

106 PJ

Gas Classification/Type Conventional (onshore)

Development Features Includes gas, LPG and condensate compression 
facilities and the Kincora Gas Plant. A small gas 
storage reservoir exists at the Newstead field.

Major Forward Cost 
Elements

Re-start costs, new wells, work-overs, additional 
well stimulation

Major Sunk Cost Elements Majority of Kincora Gas Plant re-commission, 
pipeline recommission, re-start of 22 existing 
production wells

Figure 10.4.24 Surat/Bowen/Denison Conventional Overview 

Source: Energyview
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